
 

 
June 1, 2015 
  
A Cascade of Economic Indicators This Week Will Shed Light On The 

Business Outlook  
 
 
This week should help lift much of the fog about the underlying strength of the 
economy.  For two months, consumers and business leaders turned cautious as 
economists argued over the significance and implications of the 0.7% GDP 
contraction in the first quarter. 
  
Many analysts concluded the decline was due mostly to transitory factors plus flaws in 
the seasonal adjustment process, and that business activity will bounce back the rest 
of the year with growth climbing closer to a 3% rate.  In other words, forget the first 
three months, they say; They have little predictive value.  
  
Others, however, are much less sanguine and equally vocal. They’ve studied the same 
data and detect a more fundamental slowdown underway with growth decelerating to 
a tepid 1% to 2% this year, essentially crawl speed that is certain to curb future hiring 
and dry up what little capital spending there has been so far.  
  
With forecasters so far apart on the outlook, it should come as no surprise that 
shoppers and CEOs were inclined to pull back on outlays until a clearer picture 
emerges on the path of the business cycle.  
  
That clarity could come this week with the release of multiple key economic 
indicators. These metrics should help tilt forecasts more firmly either in the direction 
of more lackluster activity ahead --- or one showing an economy that has shaken off 
the winter doldrums and is now transitioning to faster growth. 
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The first important measure out at the starting gate was personal income and 
spending during April and the data was largely as expected. Households were clearly 
not in a shopping mood in April, but then who could blame them given the grim 
economic numbers from the first quarter.  Personal spending that month was flat in 
both nominal and real dollar terms.  
  
But it’s worth pointing out that shoppers stayed on the sidelines not because incomes 
suffered.  Personal income jumped 0.4% that month and is up 4.1% over the year.  
Real disposable personal income --- the best measure of household purchasing 
power, climbed 0.3% in April and 3.5%  (Chart 1) from its year ago level. Instead of 
ramping up spending, Americans simply chose for the moment to save more of their 
pay until they had a better sense of future job and income security.  
 
      Chart 1. 

 
  
With the savings rate now up to 5.6%, the second highest since December 2012, 
consumers are adding to their financial resources, funds that will fuel greater 
spending in the coming months as evidence mounts the economic outlook looks 
brighter. 
  
Certainly one key piece of good news out today was May’s impressive purchasing 
manager’s index (PMI) of manufacturing activity. It rose to 52.8 last month, from 
51.5 in March, with nine of the ten components moving higher (only exports eased 
back).  New orders in May surged to its highest level of the year (Chart 2) and caused 
the orders backlog index to swell to 53.5, up 4 percentage points in a single month.  
In an effort to fulfill orders more quickly, manufacturers stepped up hiring in May, 
with the employment index rebounding to 51.7, the best showing since January. 
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Another upbeat report centered on building activity. Total construction spending 
rocketed in April to its highest level in more than 6 years (Chart 3)!   Builder outlays 
rose to a $1 trillion annual rate, the most since November 2008, as both residential 
and commercial construction activity picked up pace. By the way, the government 
also completely reversed its initial finding for March, which it first reported as a 0.6% 
decline in construction outlays but now showed a gain of 0.5%!   
 
 
      Chart 3. 

 
   



 
 
So, while we began the week with some fairly positive news on the economy, it hasn’t 
moved the needle much on when the Federal Reserve will begin to raise rates. The 
latest metrics are encouraging, but the Fed has not yet seen sufficient evidence that its 
favored inflation measure is moving up towards its the 2% target.  In fact, today’s 
release on personal income and spending noted that the PCE price index headed in 
the opposite direction in April.  Headline PCE inflation decelerated to 0.1% in the 
past 12 months ---the smallest since October 2009. Remove food and energy from 
the price measure and core PCE inflation edged up just 1.2% over the year--- the 
least annual increase since February 2014.  
  
Does this mean the Fed will likely postpone a rate hike to 2016?  Not at all.  Inflation 
is a lagging indicator, which means it is certain to turn up after the economy gathers 
more steam.  That’s why this is such a pivotal week.  
  
We expect the economic indicators out the next four days --- especially motor vehicle 
sales, factory orders, international trade (watch imports here), ISM services, consumer 
credit and of course the latest job numbers--- to further support our view that the 
fundamentals of the economy are strong and that growth is accelerating.  That should 
lead to higher inflation this summer and pave the way for the Fed to raise rates by 
September.  
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